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"Frederick Seymour, the forgotten Governor," *BC Studies*, no. 22 (Summer 1974), pp. 3-25.

"Fruit marketing in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia," *Agricultural History*, v. 9 (1935), pp. 80-97.


"Prime Minister Mackenzie, the Liberal Party and the bargain with British Columbia," Canadian Historical Review, v. 26 no. 2 (June 1945), pp. 148-73.


"The Union Proclamation: Colony of British Columbia, Colony of Vancouver Island; printed in facsimile ... with a historical note by Margaret Ormsby (University of British Columbia Library, 1966) [4] pp.


In Press

“Seymour, Frederick,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography, v. 9 (1976?).
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BC Studies, no. 1 (Winter 1968-69) - [editorial board].

Book Reviews and Review Articles

“Humanized history,” Canadian Literature, no. 9 (Summer 1961), pp. 53-56.


Buley, R. Carlyle. *The Old Northwest, pioneer period, 1815-1840* (1951), in *Canadian Historical Review*, v. 33 no. 2 (June 1952), pp. 183-84.


Longley, R. S. *Sir Francis Hincks* (1943), in *British Columbia Historical Quarterly*, v. 9 no. 3 (July 1945), pp. 239-41.

Marshall, James Stirrat and Carrie. *Adventure in two hemispheres, including Captain Vancouver's voyage to the Pacific Coast and Hawaiian Islands* (1955), in *Canadian Historical Review*, v. 36 no. 4 (December 1955), pp. 353-54.


Osler, E. B. *The man who had to hang: Louis Riel* (1960), in *Canadian Historical Review*, v. 43 no. 2 (June 1962), pp. 144-47.


*Reviews of British Columbia: a history*


Selby, Joan. *British Columbia Library Quarterly*, v. 22 no. 3 (June 1959), pp. 31-36.
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